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Seya announces FY18 Results 
 

Highlights of FY18 ended March 31, 2018 
 

(` in Lacs) Full Year Ended + / (-) 

% Mar-18 Mar-17 

Total Revenue 34,720 30,945  12.2% 

EBDIT 10,647 7,474  42.5% 

PBT 7,354 4,694  56.7% 

PAT 5,242 4,206  24.6% 

EPS 23.32 28.24  17.4% 
 

Mumbai, — May 28, 2018 – Seya Industries Ltd. (BSE: 524324), Mumbai based emerging leader in the Speciality chemicals industry; today announced 

its results for the fourth quarter and year ended March 31, 2018. 
 

The Company’s Revenue increased to `347.20 crore in FY18 as compared to `309.45 crore in previous year FY17 recording a growth of 12.2% (YOY) 

despite of volatile Crude Oil & Feedstock prices. 
 

Net profit increased to `52.42 crore in FY18 compared to `42.06 crore during the same period of last year, representing 24.6% increase in Profits 

inspite of volatility in global economic landscape.  
 

EBIDTA increased to ̀ 106.47 crore from ̀ 74.74 crore as compared to same period last year & EBIDTA margin was 30.8% in FY18 compared to 24.2% 

in FY17 recording a growth of 42.5% propelled by increase in volumes in Speciality Chemicals and higher realisation due to shutdown of competing 

chemical manufacturing unit in China. 
 

Earnings per share (EPS) for FY18 was at `23.32 against `28.24 during previous year due to widening of Equity base at the back of anticipated 

conversion of Share Warrants to Equity with respect to the Capital Work In-progress. 
 

Commenting on the results, Ashok Rajani, Chairman & Managing Director, Seya Industries Ltd said, “SEYA continues to deliver a resilient operational 

performance with steady improvement in profitability tractioned by shutdown of Chemical manufacturing Units in China due to non-compliance of 

Environmental regulations, against the tides of amplified volatility in the economic landscape, yet delivering strong double-digit growth in 

performance. Our portfolio of world-class Speciality Chemicals is paying-off handsomely and has delivered yet another record performance on the 

back of highest profit margins and throughput. Our Speciality Chemical business EBIT has surpassed the record earnings it achieved in FY17 by 

delivering amongst its best yearly performance, driven by robust margins and benefits of low crude oil and energy prices. Our focus on value-added 

products combined with business optimisation initiatives have propelled growth in Profits on a Y-o-Y basis“ 
 

Outlook 

SEYA would continue to drive volume-led growth in Specialities Chemicals segment. The forward integrated products in the Speciality chemicals 

segment are expected to report good volumes. Increasing utilisation of these newly launched products will further propel volume growth and 

profitability. Going forward, your Company foresees stronger customer relations, higher efficiencies and robust growth in Speciality Chemicals end-

user segment. With a clear defined vision to emerge as Most Integrated Global producer for Speciality Chemicals and having invested `4.41Bn Capex 

in last 5 years, Seya took its next step forward to start `7.35Bn round of expansion to be completed over next 15 months. With reasonably complex 

(not complicated) and fully backward & forward integrated manufacturing blueprint, capital and technologically intensive scale of operations, your 

Company shall create a large fully integrated manufacturing base to outpace the industry and deliver persistent growth year-on-year, combined 

with cost leadership and value-added product offerings, by integrating its existing business operations with backward & forward integration project, 

capacity expansion of captive products, Reduction in cost of energy and diversification in new high value Speciality Chemical products.  
 

About Seya Industries Ltd 

Seya Industries Limited (BSE Code: 524324) a Company promoted by Technocrats, is engaged in manufacture of Specialty chemicals at its most 

modern state of the art manufacturing facilities in MIDC Tarapur, Boisar a notified chemical manufacturing zone 90kms from Mumbai which have 

wide spectrum of applications in the manufacture of Pharmaceuticals (like Paracetamol, floxacins, etc), Personal & Health Care Products (like Hair 

dyes), Printing Inks & Paints (used in Laser/Ink jet Printers, for Road markings, etc), Agrochemicals (like DDT, etc) Insecticides/Pesticides (like 

Quinalphos, Mortein, Baygon, etc), Rubber chemicals (for Leather protection), Textile dyes, Thermic fluids (used as heating medium), etc. The 

company’s strength lies in its wide product offerings, ability to adapt to new markets and being environmentally friendly. As part of its management 

system, Seya has developed a detailed technology transfer program to ensure that not only do the specialty chemicals are safely transferred to 

customer’s but all regulatory requirements for the products, packaging and transport are addressed. Seya can undertake production runs that are 

customer specific ranging from a few kilos to thousands of tonnes. Its Research and Development team have extensive experience in the design and 

scaling up of processes, supported by analytical team and facilities which can quickly bring production to a commercial scale and meet customer 

timeline targets.  
 

Forward looking statement 

We have disclosed forward-looking information so that investors can comprehend the Company’s prospects and make informed investment decisions. This release and other written and oral statements that we make 

periodically contain such forward-looking statements that set out anticipated results based on the Management’s plans and assumptions. We have tried, wherever possible, to qualify such statements by using words such as 

‘anticipates’, ‘estimates’, ‘expects’, ‘projects’, ‘intends’, ‘plans’, ‘believes’ and words and terms of similar substance in connection with any discussion of future operating or financial performance. We do not guarantee that 

any forward-looking statement will be realised, although we believe we have been diligent and prudent in our plan and assumptions. The achievement of future results is subject to risk, uncertainties and validity of inaccurate 

assumptions. Should known or unknown risks or uncertainties materialise, or should underlying assumptions prove inaccurate, our actual results could vary materially from those anticipated, estimated or projected. Investors 

should bear this in mind as they consider forward-looking statements. We undertake no obligation to publicly update any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise. 

 

For more information, please contact: Ms. Manisha Solanki, Company Secretary and Compliance Officer,  : 022-26732894 | :022-26732666 | : corporate@seya.in | :  www.seya.in 
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